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Farewell and Thank You
for the Gift of Community
by Henry Contant

How does one say farewell after having the exceptional privilege of working for SCSBC for the
past 19 years? For half of my 38-year career in Christian education, I’ve experienced the remarkable power of a community of Christian schools working together around a common mission
and vision. And prior to joining the SCSBC staff team, I was molded as a teacher, principal and
development director by the nurturing influence of others in our SCSBC community of schools.
The strength and necessity of a group of schools
working together and living in community hasn’t
changed. However, change to allow for a timely
infusion of new leadership to guide this extraordinary
community of Christian schools is healthy. The time
has come for new leadership to lead this flourishing
body of Christian schools. The exciting fact is that this
transition has already occurred.

Change without continuity
is chaos. Continuity
without change is sloth
and very risky.

Max De Pree’s book, Leadership is an Art, has been named one of the top ten leadership books
of all time. When referring to leadership change within organizations, he says, “Change without
continuity is chaos. Continuity without change is sloth and very risky.”1
For the past nine months, I’ve had the joy of working alongside SCSBC’s new executive director,
Ed Noot. I’ve been able to celebrate new initiatives that are emerging in SCSBC under his leadership and that of the entire SCSBC staff team. I’ve also been able to provide perspective, context
The photo below shows Peter Van Huizen (left) and Henry Contant (right) during one of the activities at
the Christian Schools Canada conference in September, 2014. As executive directors of CTABC and SCSBC
respectively, they have served together for many years on the Christian Schools Canada board.
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and story on how this extraordinary society of schools has operated,
and why it has or has not done certain things during the past two
decades. Be assured, SCSBC’s leadership is in good hands moving
forward.

cooperative planning and team-teaching. Although at the time
I didn’t fully understand it, I was embraced into a professional
learning community long before the educational community
began using such language. Thank you Peter!

Retrospectively, I’m profoundly grateful to so many mentors who
invested in me throughout my educational career. I have been
able to stand on the shoulders of those who came before me. Their
example and experience have further fueled my own passion for
ongoing leadership development. In fact, it is something I hope to
continue in the years God gives me beyond
my time at SCSBC. Allow me to share a
few of many key influencers who invested
in me throughout my career in Christian
education.

Former SCSBC Executive Director, Dr. Lee Hollaar, who, along
with other veteran principals in the CPABC, encouraged and
supported me as a young principal. Lee taught me the important
governance and leadership role a principal (superintendent) and
school board have in working together strategically to shape
the vision and direction of a school’s future.
Thank you Lee!

I’m profoundly grateful
to so many mentors who
invested in me throughout
my educational career.

SCSBC’s first executive director, the late Dr.
Harro Van Brummelen served as a mentor
for over thirty years. He encouraged my
curriculum development work as a high school Social Studies and
Bible teacher back in the 1970’s; he nurtured me to serve SCSBC
as a part-time Social Studies curriculum coordinator for a few years
while he was finishing his doctoral studies. And twenty years later,
he prompted me to teach in TWU’s M.Ed. program, approving my
initial graduate course syllabus. Thank you Harro!
Retiring CTABC Executive Director, Peter Van Huizen, invested
in me as a rookie first year teacher, some 38 years ago. Peter
embraced me as a colleague and worked alongside me as we
team-taught Man in Society, the high school Christian perspectives
course. With his encouragement and leadership, I began to better
understand the importance of integrating a Christian worldview
throughout each unit taught, and the wisdom and value of

Countless others, including the SCSBC staff,
colleagues, friends and family have also been
influential in supporting me, inspiring me,
encouraging me, and challenging me. I am
thankful for the life lessons you have helped
me learn throughout my journey. Thank you!

As I write my last Link article, as executive director, I’ve been
challenged to share some “big lessons” learned throughout my
educational journey. I’ll limit it to five.
First, my strong encouragement and challenge to current
administrators, learning leaders and teachers is simply this: share
some of your time, passion and wisdom with someone else,
someone younger. Mentoring is a delightful gift every current
and experienced administrator and teacher can give to the
cause of Christian education. Be passionate about leadership
development whether it be as teacher, director of learning, vice
principal, head of school or board member.
Second, don’t be a lone ranger. Don’t try to walk alone as a
teacher, administrator, or school board member. SCSBC is all

Change the faces, but the photo is classic – it’s the ELDI West group shot on the Mount Baker hike ( 2010). Henry’s passion and commitment to raising up
new Christian school leaders is evident in the many years he has served as an instructor with the Educational Development Leadership Institute.
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Gift of Community
Mentoring others is
a delightful gift every
current and experienced
administrator and teacher
can give to the cause of
Christian education.

about community. Draw from the wealth
of experiences, life stories, and example of
others. Stay committed to being an active
part of a larger Christian school support
community, whether it be within, for example,
the CPABC (principals), the CTABC (teachers),
the SCSBC (school board members), or
one of the many networks that SCSBC has
established for principals/superintendents,
business managers, development directors,
board/committee members, teachers, learning leaders,
special education coordinators, librarians, international
student coordinators, or IT directors.

Third, over time, small, incremental and intentional steps can
lead to significant change. Did I see the impact of teaching
high school students after my first year of teaching? Not really.
But what a pleasure to now meet former students who were the
beneficiaries of an entire school community of parents, teachers,
board members and donors invested in Christian education.
Some of my most challenging students back then are among
the most committed and passionate parents, grandparents and
school board members today.

Did SCSBC’s initial investment into leadership development have an immediate
impact? No. However, a decade later, over
60 teachers who were encouraged to
attend an Educator Leadership Development Institute are now serving in significant
leadership positions as principals, assistant
principals, special education and athletic
directors, and learning leaders.

Did one governance workshop have a big
impact on how our boards operate? Probably not. However, the
impact of fifteen continuous years of SCSBC Leadership Conferences, Link articles, SCSBC-led board retreats, and numerous
governance training workshops have shaped the culture of our
board rooms. I have observed school boards moving away from
micro-management problem-solving toward being strategic
and visionary boards, now spending more time thinking about
the next five years instead of the last five weeks.
Did one professional development workshop or teacher’s
convention impact student learning? Not likely. However,
the incremental impact of decades of work by our SCSBC

Below: Henry embraced another opportunity to mentor Christian school leaders in the SCSBC summer course Called to Serve - Prepared to Lead (2008)
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curriculum coordinators and directors of learning have helped
reshape how classroom teachers think about worldview,
pedagogy and assessment. The transition from worksheets
to project based learning and from fill-in-the-blank tests to
student presentations of learning is shaping a new generation
of Christian school graduates.
The first Finance and Development Conference inspired a few
schools to think about fundraising differently. No longer are
bazaars, bake sales, and bank loans the only sources of revenue
for our schools. The first Christian Stewardship Services “Will
Visits” among our school supporters didn’t have an immediate
impact. However, the incremental impact twenty years later
has resulted in over $5 million dollars in
estate gifts directed to our schools, with
the potential for millions more as the
current founders of our schools transfer
some of their wealth to the next
generation.

New definitions of family are reshaping admissions policies, and
discussions around financial sustainability are demanding new
financial models.
Christian schools are deeply affected by the changes occurring
everywhere around us. Leaders in Christian education need
to understand our times and be able to plot a course forward.
They need to be able to answer questions such as, Where is our
culture going? What underlies the decisions that we as people
within that culture are making? How can we discern God’s will for
our lives, both individually and communally, in this world? How
can we articulate biblical truth in a culturally appropriate and
sensitive way?
It is my prayer that SCSBC will
continue to help our Christian
schools understand the temper of
our times and discern the path that
God’s people should take in Christian
education in the 21st century. This
remains a task much larger than
any one school can undertake. However, I have confidence
that God will continue to use our SCSBC community to fulfil
its mission to strengthen Christian schools through service,
community, advocacy and vision.

Leaders in Christian education
need to understand our times and
be able to plot a course forward

Over time, small, incremental, and
intentional steps can lead to significant change. We live in
community, learn from others in community and are held
accountable by community.
Fourth, advocacy work is best done in community. No one
school operating independently can garner the attention of the
Inspector of Independent Schools, the Ministry of Education or
our Federal Tax Department. Neither can one school establish
a national pension and group insurance program or be part
of a provincial bulk purchasing program. However, collectively, SCSBC member schools have a voice with the Ministry
of Education (MoE); the Federation of Independent School
Associations (FISA-BC); Canada Revenue Agency (CRA); and our
provincial Educational Resource Acquisition Consortium (ERAC).
SCSBC also represents member schools in Christian Schools
International (CSI) and Christian Schools Canada (CSC).
Fifth, we need to remain visionary, understand the times we
live in and know the best course to take as Christian school
communities. 1 Chronicles 12:32 (NLT)2 describes the sons of
Issachar as men who “understood the temper of the times and
knew the best course for Israel to take.” The word translated as
“understood” actually implies much more than simply “knowing”.
There is a strong sense here of the presence of insight, discernment and wisdom. In other words, a person with understanding
has a clear sense of what something really means – and what
responses are appropriate.3
Our Christian schools in BC, across Canada and globally operate
in complex times. Increasingly diverse religious, ethnic and
socio-economic school communities bring changing expectations. New approaches to curriculum, pedagogy, assessment and
technology are challenging traditional approaches to teaching
and learning. New legal challenges before the courts have put
our human rights and religious freedoms on a collision course.
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A sincere thank you to our past and current SCSBC board and
committee members. You each served with vision and commitment and were a model for how boards are to function. Amid
the myriad of gifting around the board and committee table,
there were no egos, but only a passion to serve the greater
Christian school community.
Finally, a heartfelt thank you to my colleagues who served with
me on our SCSBC staff team. No one can lead unless surrounded
by a staff unified by a common mission to serve others. You
are among the most competent, collaborative and caring
professionals I know. You rose to every challenge, deadline and
opportunity to assist others. It has been an absolute joy to work
with you all.
Farewell and thank you for the gift of community. I will miss you
all, but I leave knowing a faithful God directs all our paths.

Henry Contant has worked for SCSBC
for the past 19 years, the last 12 years
as executive director. He will retire
from SCSBC in June 2015 and transition
into new areas of service in Christian
school leadership development.

1 Wright, Walter C. The Third Third of Life: Preparing for Your Future. IVP Books, 2012.
2 New Living Translation
3 http://biblehub.com/commentaries/1_chronicles/12-32.htm

Unprecedented Growth Requires over
$100 Million in New Campus Construction
There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity
under the heavens. A time to tear down and a time to build up
			
~ Ecclesiastes 3:1,3b
Responding to unprecedented demands for Christian education,
and a need to upgrade and expand aging facilities, over half
of our SCSBC member schools throughout the province have
entered a season of “tearing down and building up.” The following
current and planned construction projects represent well over
$100 million in renovation and new campus development.
• The Abbotsford Christian School Society recently voted 87%
in favour of launching a $19 million campaign, with the majority
of the funds directed towards a major renovation and expansion
of their high school campus.
• Cedars Christian School in Prince George currently has
ten portables on site and is developing a strategic plan for an
eventual expansion of their PreK-12 campus.
• Duncan Christian School has seen exceptional growth
the past few years and has responded with new portable classrooms and several campus renovations including plans for a new
learning commons in their high school.
• Hope Lutheran Christian School in Port Coquitlam recently
added several new classrooms to its elementary campus and is
developing a strategic plan for its high school campus expansion.
• John Knox Christian School in Burnaby is currently undergoing a capital campaign feasibility study for a proposed $2 million
campaign towards a new $14 million urban middle high school
campus in partnership with Calvary Worship Centre in New
Westminister.

• Penticton Christian School recently formed a development
committee to begin exploring how to make their phase two
gymnasium expansion an eventual reality.
• In 2013, Powell River Christian School purchased a vacant
public elementary school in a prime city location. The community
has been busy renovating, painting and landscaping this amazing
facility which still has several empty classrooms for future growth.
• Richmond Christian School opened their $2.1 million phase
two high school expansion (7 classrooms and office space) this
past fall to accommodate existing high school students. With a
PreK-Grade 12 enrolment of over 1000 students and an extensive
waiting pool, the school community envisions developing a long
term campus plan on limited property space.
• Surrey Christian School recently announced the opening
of a new satellite preschool site that will operate from the Hope
Community Church facility currently being built in Surrey. The
school’s new $5.5 million elementary campus site, which opened
last spring, is already at capacity.
• Unity Christian School in Chilliwack completed a major
$4.5 million building expansion less than two years ago. With
an enrollment increase of over 100 students in the past two
years, and waiting pools at most grade levels, the board is again
discussing their next building phase.
• Valley Christian School in Mission moved into its new $2.5
million, two-story modular building last spring. Then, over the
summer, modular classrooms to house three more classes were
added to the site to accommodate additional growth.

• Langley Christian School is conducting a series of community
meetings to develop a common vision for how best to respond
to enrolment growth. Last summer, the school was able to secure
a five-year lease on a modular school building that was reassembled on their elementary campus site.

• Vancouver Christian School has recently launched a $5
million capital campaign towards a complete demolition of
its current aging elementary site to allow for construction of a
new $21 million K-12 school site for over 800 students. The plan
includes underground parking and a rooftop learning space.

• Maple Ridge Christian School successfully developed
property adjacent to their school, placing them in a better
financial position to make several campus upgrades and envision
a future building expansion on their campus. Several portables
on site and the need for more high school learning space are
driving this vision.

• White Rock Christian Academy now owns the property the
church/school is located on and has plans to eventually build a
new $20 million K-12 campus for over 650 students. It currently
has 13 portable classrooms on its site.

• The Mount Cheam Christian School community in Chilliwack
has already raised $2.94 million towards its $3.85 million building
expansion and renovation. Their project is currently on time and
on budget with a projected completion date of summer 2015.
• Northside Christian School in Vanderhoof recently
completed a renovation reuniting its Kindergarten classroom
with the main campus.
• The Pacific Christian School community in Victoria recently
approved a $6 million campus renewal plan. Included in the plan
are some elementary campus upgrades, a complete renovation
of the high school science labs and a new $4 million campus
gymnasium.

As the Society of Christian Schools in BC approaches its 40th
anniversary year, it has been blessed with unparalleled growth, a
cohesive community of schools committed to working together,
several new school membership inquiries, and an expanding
influence across the province, and globally. Along with the
celebration of an increasing number of students receiving a
Christian education comes greater responsibility and a greater
need to keep the vision of Christian education alive.
In his book, The Cause of Christian Education, Richard Edlin
maintains that “as much effort needs to go into keeping the
vision alive as went into developing it in the first place.” Pray
for our SCSBC staff team as they continue to provide discerning
leadership in fulfilling SCSBC’s mission to strengthen Christian
schools through service, community, advocacy and vision.
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Reflections from the Community upon
I am so thankful for this
chance to reflect on how
Henry has deeply influenced
me in my work in Christian
education. My story with
Henry is, I think, rather
unique, for in sharing how
Henry has influenced me,
I need to share my story
because, quite simply, Henry
has been there every step of
the way.
My relationship with Henry
goes back to being hired
by him as a rookie teacher.
I know Henry took a risk in
hiring me, an especially brave
one considering his own daughter was in that very first class at
Abbotsford Christian School. Right from that first year at ACS
Henry has been an instrumental figure in my life. I was encouraged by him to take initiative, to lead in the area of athletics and
curriculum development, and to work hard to explore making
Christian education come alive for myself and my students. I think
one of the most impressive lessons I learned from Henry very
early on was not to be threatened by other peoples’ competence.
Henry stated and lived the idea that the stronger the people are
around you, the stronger you become in your role.
As a very young teacher, I was encouraged by Henry to go into a
formal leadership position. My confidence to do so was directly
connected to his confidence in me. This became especially true
when I realized making mistakes was par for the course and even

essential if I viewed those mistakes as opportunities for learning.
When I became an elementary principal at Abbotsford Christian
School, it was in large part due to Henry’s encouragement and
that encouragement continued, at times mixed with good
challenge.
After serving at Abbotsford Christian School for thirteen years, my
decision to change schools was again made in consultation with
Henry. In my time as principal at White Rock Christian Academy,
I leaned on Henry often. In those years, Henry provided practical
advice, some strong disagreement and always, always, support
and encouragement. This felt like a new stage in my relationship
with Henry, one where I realized I could disagree openly with
him, bounce tough questions off him and yet always count
on him to have my best interests and the best interests of my
school at heart.
In exploring my next school transition to the role of superintendent, Henry was the first person I chose to listen to. He asked
good questions and gave good advice. Mixed into Henry’s
exceptionally strong work ethic, his passion for Christian
education, and his crazy busy schedule, he maintains a soft
heart full of compassion and loyalty.
In my 22 year journey in Christian education, Henry has been a
central figure. In that journey, Henry has cemented himself in
my life as someone I can go to for wise council, someone who
I draw inspiration from, someone who models servant leadership, someone who is clearly owned by Jesus, and someone who
above all else is a true friend.
Thank you Henry.
by David Loewen, Superintendent of Surrey Christian School

I always thought my friend was disorganized, but after helping her move, I stand corrected. The
label on a box I carried read, “Stuff off the floor.”
I have been asked to make some comment regarding the organizational ability of one Henry
Contant. And that is easy to do inasmuch as Henry is the consummate organizer. The story about
moving is antithetical to everything Henry. Having said that, I am in no way detracting from his
ability to lead the SCSBC. Recognized writers on leadership, according to one of Henry’s often
cited sources, John Maxwell, says, “Leadership is influencing people to go in a particular direction,
while management [organizational ability] focuses on maintaining systems and processes.”
Henry certainly is celebrated as a leader. An effective leader always finds a way to make things
happen. A good leader makes good, purposeful things happen, always keeping the mission of
the organization in focus. This certainly involves establishing and strengthening procedures and
structures. And sometimes it involves discerningly reminding people of the real mission. It can be
as Stephen Covey, another of Henry’s favourite writers, puts it, “A leader is the one who climbs the
tallest tree, surveys the entire situation, and yells, ‘Wrong jungle!’”
Whether it was workshops, conferences, or campaigns, Henry put his shoulder to the wheel and
was always well prepared including involving the team around him to assure that all were on the
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the Retirement of Henry Contant
In 1999, I had the privilege
of sitting at the same board
table as Henry Contant at
Abbotsford Christian School.
It was Henry’s last year with
ACS prior to moving full
time into a new position as
development coordinator
with SCSBC, and it was my
first year as a board member
of a Christian school. Little
did we know then that our
paths would cross in the
future on several levels, and
most significantly over a
decade later when we would
worked closely together and
in partnership as the SCSBC board chair and the SCSBC executive
director.
As an SCSBC board member and later on as the SCSBC board
chair, I worked closely with Henry and can attest to his relentless commitment to Christian education, and his incredible work
ethic of living out SCSBC’s mission of “strengthening Christian
schools through service, community, advocacy and vision.”
A primary focus for Henry in regards to strengthening Christian
schools was his focus on school leadership, particularly school
governance. Henry is keenly aware that a strong, vibrant and
growing Christian school that remained committed to its mission
stems primarily from proper governance implemented by a
committed and wise board. Henry encouraged good governance
through a variety of strategies, including ensuring that this was

a primary focus at SCSBC’s annual leadership conference that
included workshops to equip new board members and experienced board members alike. At these workshops, Henry encouraged board members to remain focused on the big picture and
continually reminded them that they are “keepers of the mission”
of our schools. He also strongly encouraged boards to maintain a
visionary focus, and wisely use board meetings to cast a vision for
their school and develop strategic plans to accomplish a board’s
vision. He cautioned boards away from being bogged down by
the administrative details of the day-to-day operations. Henry
promoted these concepts both at the leadership conference and
through dozens of written articles in The Link.
Another way Henry encouraged good governance was to
maintain regular contact with all school boards. He worked hard
to develop relationships with board chairs, and would jump at a
board’s invitation for him to attend a local Christian school board
meeting. Henry embarked on many a road trip throughout the
province in order to touch base with all the boards within the
SCSBC community as often as he could. Henry knew that the key
to a growing Christian education movement in our province was
good governance at the local level from a board that had the
proper focus. He did all he could to encourage that.
I want to thank our Lord and Saviour for calling His servant, Henry
Contant, and raising up this servant through a variety of roles in
Christian education, so that he would have a profound impact on
Christian education in British Columbia, particularly since 2003 as
the SCSBC executive director. Well done faithful servant.
Congratulations on your retirement Henry.
by Eric Van Egmond, SCSBC Board Chair from 2007 to 2013

common page. His organizational ability was obvious. And what is ability? It is being able
to or having the capacity to do something (well). Henry’s cup runneth over in regards to
organizational ability.
Now even more specifically, any recognition of his work must include time management,
as one of his particular skills. Time management is essential in achieving one’s goals
and getting one’s work done. With time management comes organizing, planning, and
prioritizing. Prioritizing work is not that easy. One has to identify which things need to
be done first. It is a crucial process, but once one gets used to it, organizing and planning
will be less difficult. If one knows how to effectively organize and prioritize one’s work, it
obviously contributes to a likelihood of being more efficient and productive. This aptitude
and skill, combined with a sense of vision, models good leadership. A good example of
this is Henry’s commitment to surrounding himself with gifted people and using their
gifts. A good team is essential. According to Lou Holtz, “You got to have great athletes to
win, I don’t care who the coach is. You can’t win without good athletes, but you can lose
with them. This is where coaching makes the difference.”
Thanks, Coach Henry!
Lee Hollaar, SCSBC Executive Director from 1989 - 2003

This photo shows Henry at the beginning
of his career in Christian education.

Business and Development Conference

March 10-11, 75 participants enjoyed the rich
professional learning and networking we always
associate with the SCSBC Business and Development
Conference. Cedars Springs Christian Retreat Center
in Sumas offered, as always, a pleasant backdrop
for the important conversations that took place
both in and out of scheduled sessions. It was our
privilege to have Michael Van Pelt, President of
Cardus, give the keynote presentation, then the
group divided into two tracks to focus on either
business or development workshops.

Library Specialists Day

The Library Specialists Day, held on April
10, brought together over 40 librarians and
administrators. Highlighting thinking and
possibilities around progressing libraries
toward a “Learning Commons” model, participants considered strategies for enhancing
opportunities for student learning within
library spaces. The group heard from leaders
in this field and began the dreaming process
for what adoption might look like in their
local schools.

Recommended Books
Curious: The Desire to Know and Why Your Future Depends On It by Ian Leslie
Drawing on fascinating research from psychology, sociology and business, Curious
looks at what feeds curiosity and what starves it, and uncovers surprising answers.
Curiosity isn’t a quality you can rely on to last a lifetime, but a mental muscle that
atrophies without regular exercise. It’s not a gift but a habit that parents, schools,
workplaces and individuals need to nurture if it is to thrive.
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JULY
6-10: Educators Leadership
Development Insititute
AUGUST
17-21: Summer Pro-D
- Experiencing Christ in the
Classroom
17-21, 24-27: Summer Pro-D
- TWU: School Leadership
24-28: Summer Pro-D
- PBL Residency
NOVEMBER
6: Pre-Conference Seminars
7: SCSBC Leadership
Conference
2016
February 4-5: FISA Teachers
Conference
CHR
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Leadership Is an Art by Max De Pree
This book has long been a must-read in the business community and in many
professions including academia. De Pree looks at leadership as a kind of stewardship, stressing the importance of building relationships, initiating ideas, and creating
a lasting value system within an organization. Rather than focusing on the “hows”,
he explains the “whys.” He shows that the first responsibility of a leader is to define
reality and the last is to say thank you. Along the way, the leader must stimulate
effectiveness by enabling others to reach their potential, take a role in developing, expressing, and
defending civility and values, and nurture new leaders.

JUNE
11-12: SCSBC Offices Closed
for Planning Retreat

OOL

Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can’t Stop Talking by Susan Cain
At least one-third of the people we know are introverts. In Quiet, Susan Cain argues that
we dramatically undervalue introverts and shows how much we lose in doing so. She
charts the rise of the Extrovert Ideal throughout the twentieth century and explores
how deeply it has come to permeate our culture. She introduces us to successful introverts. Passionately argued, superbly researched, and filled with indelible stories of real
people, Quiet has the power to permanently change how we see introverts.

MAY
4: Learning Leaders Meeting
(Digital Citizenship Focus)
6: Superintendents
Roundtable
6-8: Christian Principals
Association of BC Conference
8: Retirement Farewell for
SCSBC Executive Director
Henry Contant
22: Digital Literacy Focus Day
29: ELL Instructors Focus Day
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